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Abstract 
State-space methods and the Kalman filter are powerful tools to handle models that 
contain error correlation structure. They use recursive calculations with small matrices, 
the size of which do not depend on the number of observations available on the subject. 
In this thesis, the general form of state-space models and the Kalman filter are studied. 
Some examples are also presented in state-space form, starting with a simple AR(l) 
model and progressing to more complex models like the continuous AR ( 1) , simple 
linear regression and the Laird-Ware model. These models are written in state-space 
form and the Kalman filter is applied to them to obtain their likelihood function. 
Usually the aim of obtaining the likelihood function of a model is to estimate its pa-
rameters using maximum likelihood estimation. To do so, it is necessary to obtain the 
derivatives of the likelihood function. We show how to obtain these derivatives using 
the Kalman filter. 
To better illustrate these methods , two applications are also presented. The growth of 
Sitka spruce trees data, Diggle et al (1994) and the diabetes data. A Laird-Ware model 
with no observational error and an AR(l) error correlation structure is fitted to the 
Sitka spruce data. A similar model is fitted to the diabetes data but with a CAR(l) 
error correlation structure. Both examples showed that the error correlation structure 
cannot be ignored. It is also shown in the diabetes example that by using state-space 
models and the Kalman filter , we avoid inverting matrices of dimensions up to 285 x 285. 
We also show that even though there are statistical packages that have functions avail-
1 
able to fit the Laird-Ware model when the errors have a discrete correlation structure, 
there are none for when they have a continuous correlation structure. State-space 
models and t he Kalman filter allow an easy way to fit these much more flexible and 
complicated models. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Longitudinal data analysis is the analysis of data collected on subjects which are fol-
lowed over time. Because there are multiple observations on each subject, these obser-
vations tend to be correlated, and this correlation must be accounted for in order to 
produce a proper analysis. 
One method used to estimate model parameters is maximum likelihood. In most cases, 
maximum likelihood estimation requires searching over the parameter space in an at-
tempt to find the values of the unknown parameters that maximize the likelihood 
function. Since algorithms for non linear optimization are readily available, the dif-
ficult part often is to express the likelihood in a form that can be calculated. When 
the data from each subject are serially correlated , the state-space approach provides a 
convenient way to compute likelihoods using the Kalman filter. 
Kalman (1960) developed an approach to filtering and forecasting based on the concept 
of state space transition. State - space methods use recursive calculations with small 
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matrices , the size of which do not depend on how many observations are available on 
the subject. This methodology was used by the aerospace industry for estimating the 
position of rockets. It is a real time estimation procedure that allows the estimates of 
the rocket 's position to be continually updated as the data are collected. The term 
filter is used because the estimation of the position and velocity of the rocket, the state 
of the system, is carried out at the time of the most recent set of observations. Since the 
observations have random errors , estimates are obtained by using information about 
where the rocket was estimated to be at the previous time and where it was predicted 
to be at the present time. However, Kalman's methodology, as originally developed, 
does not estimate any parameters, variances and other parameters in the model are 
assumed to be known. 
Later on, it was shown that when a problem can be set up in state - space form, the 
methodology exists for constructing the likelihood. Schweppe (1965) showed that if 
errors have a Gaussian distribution , the Kalman filter could be used to calculate like-
lihoods. The power of the Kalman approach to calculating likelihoods is that when a 
problem can be formulated in state - space form, it is possible to calculate the likeli-
hood recursively without inverting large matrices. 
Laird and Ware (1982) proposed a very general linear mixed model for longitudinal 
data. The calculation of likelihoods for estimating the parameters of this type of model 
requires inverting a covariance matrix of size n x n where n is the number of observa-
tions on a subject. There is no problem when n is small, but these computations are 
troublesome when n is large. 
The Laird-Ware model can be set up in state - space form. The Kalman filter can then 
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be used to calculate the exact likelihood and nonlinear optimization used to obtain the 
maximum likelihood estimates. In this way, it is possible to analyze complex models , 
and to do so , it is not necessary to invert large covariance matrices. 
Chapter 2 shows the general form of a state - space model. Linear models can be writ-
ten in state - space form and the Kalman filter can be used to write their likelihood 
function. This chapter also includes examples on how autoregressive and continuous au-
toregressive models can be written in state - space form and their likelihood calculated. 
In chapter 3 a linear regression model is written in state - space form. It is shown how 
the likelihood function of this model can be calculated using the Kalman filter. Also 
in this chapter the Laird - Ware model is introduced, and we show how its likelihood 
function can be calculated using the Kalman filter. 
Usually the aim of obtaining the likelihood function of a model is to estimate its pa-
rameters using maximum likelihood estimation. To do so, it is necessary to obtain 
the derivatives of the likelihood function. Chapter 4 shows how the derivatives of the 
likelihood function can be calculated using the Kalman filter. 
Chapter 5 shows two applications of state - space models for longitudinal data. Part of 
the spruce data in Diggle et al (1994) was analyzed in this section as a simple example 
of a regression model with correlated errors in state - space form. The second example 
is the diabetes data. For this example, a model with a more complicated error struc-
ture was considered. 
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Finally, the last chapter includes a discussion about the state-space models analyzed 
in this thesis and the advantages of using the Kalman filter when fitting the more 
complicated models. 
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Chapter 2 
The Kalman Recursion 
2.1 The state-space equations 
Suppose that t1 < t2 < ... < tn are a set of time points and that there is a n-vector 
of observations {y(t1), y(t2 ), ... , y(tn)}. A state-space model relates the observed n-
vector y( ti) to an unobserved m-vector state s( ti) which is assumed to evolve in time. 
The relationship between y( ti) and s( ti) is given by the measurement equation 
y( ti) = H( ti)s( ti) + :E( ti)v( ti), (2.1) 
where H(ti) is a n x m matrix and v(ti) is the observational error vector which is 
• assumed to have a Normal distribution with zero mean and covariance matrix I , and 
:E(ti) is the n x n scaling covariance matrix. 
The matrix H(ti) shows which elements of the state vector are observed, or which 
linear combinations of the state vector are observed. The matrix H( ti) can be differ-
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ent at different time points. A more general formulation includes a n-vector f0 (ti) of 
non-random inputs; however, in most problems fo(ti) = 0. 
In general , the elements of s(ti) are not observable. However , they are assumed to be 
generated by a first order Markov process , which is described by the transition equation 
s(ti) = 4>(ti, ti-1)s(ti-1) + fs(ti) + w(ti)u(ti), (2.2) 
where 4>(ti , ti_1) is them x m state transition matrix from time ti-l to time ti , fs(ti) 
is an m-vector of non-random inputs , u(ti) is the random input to the state at time 
( ti) which is assumed to be normally distributed with mean zero and covariance I and 
independent of the observational error, and w(ti) is the scaling covariance matrix. 
The variance of the h(ti)v(ti) is h(ti)h(tif. The covariance matrix of the random 
input to the transition equation over a time interval (ti - ti-i) is w(ti)w(tif. The 
disturbances u(ti) and v(ti) are uncorrelated with each other in all time periods, and 
uncorrelated with the initial state. 
The specification of the state-space system is completed by specifying that the initial 
state vector , s(OIO) , has mean a0 and covariance matrix P(OIO). The initial conditions 
for the Kalman recursion are given by setting these to the values of the mean and 
covariance matrix of the unconditional distribution of the state vector respectively. 
Usually, the observations y(ti) and the matrix H(ti) are known and the parameters in 
4>(ti, t i- i) , in the covariance matrix h(ti) and in the covariance matrix w(ti) are to be 
estimated. 
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2. 2 The Kalman recursion 
The recursion starts with the estimate of the state at time t i-l, s( t i-l lti-l) and its 
covariance matrix P (ti-1 lti-1)-
The Kalman recursion steps are: 
1. Calculate a one step prediction of the state at time ti 
S ( t i I ti-1 ) = <I> (ti , ti- l) S ( ti-1 I ti-1) + fs (ti) (2.3) 
and calculate the covariance matrix of the prediction, 
p ( ti I ti-1) = <I> (ti) t i - l) p ( t i- l I ti-1) <I> (ti ' ti- l? + \JI (ti) \JI (ti?. ( 2 .4) 
2. Calculate the prediction of the next observatiop vector, 
y( t i lti-1) = H( ti)s( t i lti-l) (2.5) 
and calculate the innovation vector which is the difference between the observa-
tion vector and the predicted observation vector , 
e (ti) = y (ti) - y ( ti I ti-1) . (2.6) 
3. Calculate the covariance matrix of the innovation vector e( t i), 
V(ti) = H (ti) P (tilti-1) H (tif + 1: (ti) 1: (tif · (2.7) 
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4. Accumulate the quantities needed to calculate the log-likelihood at the end of 
the recursion , 
RSS f--- RSS + e(tifV(ti)-1e(ti) (2 .8) 
~ f-- ~ + l n IV (ti) I (2.9) 
where f-- indicates that the left side is replaced by the right side as in a computer 
program. 
5. Update the estimate of the state vector and its covariance matrix by letting 
A (ti) = H (ti) p ( ti I ti-1) (2.10) 
and then setting 
s( ti !ti) = s( ti lti-1) + A ( tif V ( ti)-1e( ti) (2.11) 
and 
p ( ti I ti) = p ( ti I ti- 1) - A ( ti f V ( ti )-1 A (ti) . (2.12) 
Now return to step 1 and iterate through the data. If n is the total number of 
observations , -2ln likelihood is calculated as: 
l = nln(27r) + ~ + RSS. (2.13) 
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2.3 Using the Kalman recursion to calculate the 
likelihood function _of an AR(l) process 
A simple example to illustrate the use of the Kalman recursion to calculate likelihoods , 
is to use it to calculate the likelihood of an AR( 1) process. A zero mean AR( 1) process 
{y(ti)} is already written in state-space from. The state vector is scalar , s(ti) , and the 
measurement equation can be written as 
y( ti) = s( ti) , (2.14) 
so the matrix H (ti) = 1 and there is no observational error. The transition equation 
can be written as 
s( ti) = cps( ti-1) + Wu( ti) , (2.15) 
so the state transition matrix is now the scalar autoregression coefficient ¢ . The initial 
conditions for the Kalman recursion are given by the mean and covariance matrix of 
the unconditional distribution of the state vector. In the AR(l) model , the marginal 
mean is zero so the initial state s(OIO) = 0 and the process variance is P(OIO) = 1~;2 . 
Generic steps of the recursion for an AR(l) process 
1. Calculate a one step prediction for the state, 
s(tilti-1) = ¢s(ti-1lti-1) (2.16) 
and calculate the covariance matrix of the prediction , 
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P(til ti-1) = <1>2 P(ti-1lti-1) + w2 . (2 .17) 
2. Calculate the innovation using the measurement equation f)( ti) = s( ti iti-1), 
e(ti) = y(ti) - f)(t i) = y(ti) - s(tilti-1) = y(ti) - ¢s(ti-1 lti-1). (2.18) 
3. Calculate the covariance matrix of the innovation e( ti) 
V(ti) = P(ti) = ¢2 P(ti_1) + '11 2 . (2.19) 
4. Accumulate the quantities needed to calculate the log-likelihood at the end of 
the recursion, 
RSS ~ RSS + (y(ti) - cpy(ti-i) )2 
¢2 P(ti_i) + w2 
~ ~ ~ + logl ¢2 P(ti_i) + w2 1. 
5. Update the estimate of the state vector and its covariance matrix, 
P(tilti_i) ( ( ) ( I )) s ( ti I ti) = s ( ti I ti-1) + 1 T 1 _J_ \ y ti - cps ti-1 ti-1 
P(tilti) = P(tilti-1) _ P(tilti-1)
2 
V(ti , 
now return to step 1 and iterat e through the data. 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
To better illustrate this , the first and second iteration are written below and then the 
pattern is followed to obtain the likelihood. 
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First iteration 
1. s( l lO) = 0 
P( l lO) = ¢2 1!;2 + w2 
I 
w2 P (l 0) = 1_¢2 
2. Yi = 0 
e1 = Y1 
w2 
3. ½ = A = 1-¢2 
4. RS s f-- Yi (l -::: ¢ 2 ) 
.6. f-- log ( ---5lf3_ ) 1-¢2 
5. s( l ll ) = Y1 
P (l ll ) = 0 
Second iteration 
1. s(2ll ) = ¢Yi 
P (211) = w2 
2. Y2 = ¢Yi 
e2 = Y2 - ¢Yi 
3. Vi = w2 
4. RS S f-- RSS + (y2 - </>__Yi) 2 
.6. f-- .6. + log (w2 ) 
5. s(212) = Y2 
P (212) = 0 
After applying t he Kalman filter recursion to t he n observations we obtain t hat , 
and , 
RSS = Yi( l - ¢2) + ~ (Yt - ¢Yt-1) 2 
'1J2 ~ '1J2 
.6. = log ( \j!
2 
2 ) + (n - l )logw2 . 1- ¢ 
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(2.24) 
(2.25) 
Therefore we obtain the AR(l ) process -2111 likelihood as, 
l( \11 2, ¢) ( 
\11 2 ) y2 (1 - ¢2 ) n (Yt - ¢Yt 1) 2 
n log(21T) + log 1 _ ¢2 + (n - l )logW
2 + 1 W2 + ~ W2 -
) ·) 2 1 [ ? ·) ~ ')] n log(27r + n log(w~ ) - log(l - ¢ ) + \11 2 y1(1 - ¢~) + ~(Yt - ¢Yt-i) ~ · 
Let 
n 
F ( cp) = Yi (1 - ¢2 ) + L (Yt - ¢Yt-1) 2 
t =2 
t hen l(\112, ¢) is given by 
2 ? 1 
nlog(27r) + nlog(w ) - log(l - ¢~) + w2 F (¢). 
This can be obtained directly as a check. Now, to concentrate \11 2 out of the likelihood 
we note that 
a 
aw2l(W2, ¢) = .!2_ _ F(<P) 
'1J2 ~
y_ 2 aw2l(W , ¢) = 0 <=* \J!2 = F( <P) 
n 
and , 
l(\J!2 , ¢) = nlog(21T) + nlog ( F~<P) ) - log(l - ¢2 ) + n. 
Now the profile likelihood l ( \lf 2, ¢) can be minimized over ¢ to get ¢ and then calculate 
'11 2 using 
16 
f2 = F(¢) 
n 
(2.26) 
Suppose that, for the purpose of running the Kalman filter, \!!" 2 is replaced by 1. There-
fore, the iterations on page 10 can be run with P(OIO) = 1_:¢2 . After applying the 
Kalman filter recursion to the n observations, it is found that 
n 
RSS* = Yi(l - cf})+ L(Yt - c/JYt-1) 2 
t=2 
and 
~* = - log(l - ¢2). 
The log-likelihood comes out to be ( up to an additive constant) 
l*(cp) = ~* + nlog(RSS*). 
Also note that RSS* = F(cp) hence, 
l* ( ¢) 
l* + constant 
- log(l - ¢2 ) + n log(F( ¢))+constant 
l ( '11 2 , ¢). 
Now l* ( ¢) is minimized to estimate ¢ and then 
'11 2 _ RSS* _ F(¢) 
------, 
n n 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
which is the same as equation (2.26). Hence by replacing w2 by 1 in the Kalman filter , 
at the end of the iterations the profile likelihood l('1! 2 , ¢) is constructed directly. 
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Another possibility to obtain directly the profile likelihood l (\JJ2 , ¢) is to start the 
recursion with P(OIO) = 1 and therefore replace (for the purpose of running the filter 
only) w-2 by 1 - ¢. At the end of this run, it is found that 
and 
Then 
also, 
and 
RSS** = yf + t (Yt - efJYt-1)2 _ F(qJ) 
t=2 1 - ¢ 2 - 1 - ¢2 
Li** = (n - 1) log(l - ¢2 ). 
l**(</>) = Li**+nlog(RSS**) 
(n- l)log(l -¢2) +nlog (t~~2 ) 
(n - 1) log(l - q}) + nlog(F(¢)) - nlog(l - ¢2) 
nlog(F(¢)) - log(l - ¢2 ) 
l* ( ¢)' 
l** ( ¢) + constant = l ( \Jf 2, ¢) , 
\J!2 = (1 _ Ji) RSS** 
n 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
Replacing w-2
 by 1 or by 1- ¢2 to run the Kalman filter are methods to obtain the pro-
file likelihood l(\J!2 , ¢) directly without first having to minimize the likelihood l(w-2 , ¢) 
with respect to w- 2 . 
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2.4 Unequally spaced data 
When observations can be taken at arbitrary time points, there must be an underlying 
continuous time process (Jones 1981, 1985; Diggle 1988, 1990; Chi and Reinsel 1989). 
The equally spaced AR(l) model is a difference equation driven by a sequence of in-
dependent random variables called white noise (Box and Jenkins 1976). A model for 
a continuous time process is a differential equation, also driven by white noise. Con-
tinuous time white noise exists only in the sense that its integral is a continuous time 
random walk { w(t)} often referred to as a Brownian motion or a Wiener process. 
The model for a continuous time AR(l) process, denoted CAR(l) is 
dy(t) + ay(t)dt = adw(t). (2.31) 
Even though the derivative of w(t) does not exist, when the differential equation (2.31) 
is solved by integration, a proper solution is obtained: The Wiener process w(t) is as-
sumed to have unit variance per unit time, and the constant a in front of dw(t) scales 
the input so it has variance a 2dt . 
If the solution to the differential equation (2.31) with the random input dw(t) replaced 
by zero is considered and. it is integrated from time t1 to time t2, the solution is a 
prediction 
y(t2) = exp{-a(t2 - t1)}y(t1). (2.32) 
Therefore the solution is in the same form as a discrete time AR(l) process with 
autoregresive coefficient, 
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¢(t2 - t1) = exp{ -a(t2 - t1) }, (2.33) 
which depends on the time interval. 
The condition for stationarity of a CAR(l) process is a > 0 which implies 
0 < ¢(t2 - t1) ::; 1, (2.34) 
and ¢(t2-t1) can take the value 1 only when the time interval is zero. (This is different 
from the usual discrete time AR(l) process.) 
The solution for the differential equation (2.31) from time zero to time t is 
y(t) = e-aty(O) + CT l e-a(t-r)dw(r). (2.35) 
While integrating the process from t1 to t2 , small random inputs, dw(t), enter at each 
time. As the influence of the initial condition dies away exponentially with time, so 
does the effect of the random inputs. At time t2 , the influence of the random input at 
some earlier time is down weighted by the factor exp{ -a(t2 - t1)}. The result can be 
integrated over the time interval to determine the properties of the random input over 
a finite interval 
1t2 u(t2 - i1) = O" exp{ -a(t2 - t)}dw(t). ti (2.36) 
From the properties of a Wiener process, the infinitesimally small increments, dw(t), 
are independent with zero mean and variance dt, so E[u(t2 - t1)] = 0. To calculate the 
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variance of u( t2 - t 1), the variances of small increments can be integrated over the time 
interval remembering that the variance of a constant multiplied by a random variable 
is the constant squared multiplied by the variance of the random variable. Then . 
var[u(t2 - t1)] 1.
t2 
o-2 exp{ -2a(t2 - t)}dt 
t1 
0-2 
2a [1 - exp{ -2a(t2 - t1 ) }] 
(2.37) 
(2.38) 
The assumption of a Gaussian distribution for the integral of u(t) implies that u(t) 
must also have a Gaussian distribution. This leads to the usual prediction error de-
composition form of the likelihood function. The exact likelihood function is obtained 
by including the unconditional (marginal) distribution of y1 . If in equation (2.35) time 
t = 0 is replaced by t = -oo we obtain 
y(t) = e-cdy(-oo) + C7 t,o e-a(t-r)dw(r). (2.39) 
Now if y(-oo) is set equal to the mean zero, 
y(t) = C7 t,o e-a(t-r)dw(r) , (2.40) 
but since before y(O) was set equal to y(-oo) then y1 == y(O) which is the observation 
at t = 0, and we obtain 
Y1 = y(O) = e7 j_~ e-a(O-r) dw(r) = c, ]_°
00 
ear dw(r). (2.41) 
Therefore, the unconditional (marginal) variance of y1 is 
21 
Jo 2 var(y1) = a2 e2ar dr = ~--oo 2a (2.42) 
2.5 Using the Kalman recursion to calculate the 
likelihood function of a CAR(l) process 
Following section (2.4), it is possible to write a CAR(l) process in state-space form, 
where the measurement equation can be written as 
y (ti) = s (ti) ' (2.43) 
and the transition equation can be written as 
s(ti) = c/>(ti - ti-1)s(ti-1) + w(ti - ti-1)u(ti) (2.44) 
where ¢(ti - ti-1) = exp{-a(ti - ti-1)} and 
(52 
var[u(ti - ti-1)] = 'll(ti - ti-1)2 = -[1- exp{-2a(ti - ti-1)}]. (2.45) 2a 
To apply the Kalman recursion, it is necessary to set the initial values. Since in 
continuous processes there is no natural time to be assigned 0, the initial values are 
called s(t1 IO) and P(t1 IO). As mentioned in section (2.3), the initial conditions for the 
Kalman recursion are given by the mean and variance of the unconditional distribution 
of the state vector. In the CAR(l) model, its mean is zero so the initial state s(t1 IO) = 0 
and the initial process variance is P(t1 IO) = ~:. To better illustrate how the Kalman 
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filter works, two iterations are produced, and then the likelihood of a CAR(l) process 
is obtained. 
First iteration 
l. s(t1 IO) = 0 
P(t1IO) = ~: 
2. Y1 = o 
e1 = Y1 
a-2 
3. ½ = 2a 
4. RSS ~ 2a;f 
(T 
~~log(~:) 
5. s(t1it1) = Y1 
P(t1 it1) = 0 
Second iteration 
l. s ( i2 It 1) = exp { -a ( i2 - t l) }y1 
P(t2 - i1) = ~: [1 - exp{ -2a(t2 - t1) }] 
2. Y2 = ¢( i2 - t1)Y1 
e2 = Y2 - ¢(t2 - ii)Y1 
3. ½ = ~: {1 - ¢(t2 - t1)2} 
4 RSS RSS + 2a[y2-¢(t2-ti)y1J2 
. ~ a-2{1-¢(t2-t1)2} 
~~~+log I~: {1 - ¢(t2 - t1)2}I 
5. s(t2lt2) = Y2 
P(t2it2) = 0 
After applying the Kalman recursion to the n observations we obtain 
RSS = 2a Yi+ 2a t (yj - c/;(tj - tj-1)Yj-1)2 
a2 a2 j=2 {1 - cp(tj - tj-1)2} 
and , 
a2 n (52 
~ = logl-1 + ~ logj-{l - cp(t · - t ·_1)2}1. 2a ~ 2a J J · J=2 
Therefore we obtain the -2ln likelihood of the CAR(l) process as , 
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(2.46) 
(2.47) 
a-2 n a-2 2 ( n ( /4 ( 2 ) l = nlog(21r)+logl-l+ L logl-{1-¢(t ·-t ·_1)2}1+~ y2 + ~ Yj - \f/ tj - tj-1)Yj-1) 2a ·= 2 2a J J a-2 1 ~ {1 _ /4(t . _ t . )2} · J J=2 \f/ J J-1 (2.48) 
This can be confirmed by direct calculation. 
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Chapter 3 
The linear regression model 
3.1 Calculating the likelihood using the Cholesky 
decomposition 
Consider the general linear model 
Yt = ~T f3 + E:t, (3.1) 
with t = 1, ... , n. 
This model can be written in matrix form as 
Y = X {3 + s, (3.2) 
where y is a n-vector and X is a n x n matrix. The disturbances c are assumed to have 
mean zero and variance 8 and, in general, 8 is non diagonal as the disturbances are 
serially correlated with an autoregression structure and heteroscedastic. 
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Since 8 is positive definite , then exists a positive definite lower triangular matrix L , 
with ones on the leading diagonal , and a positive definite diagonal matrix, D , such 
that 
e-1 = LT0-1L. (3.3) 
Pre-multiplying equation ( 3.2) through by L and defining y* , X* and s* as Ly, LX 
and Ls respectively gives the heteroscedastic regression model 
y* = X* /3 + s* , (3.4) ' 
with var(s* ) = LBLT = D or, 
Yt = ~ {3 + c; , t = 1, .. : , n , (3.5) 
where var ( s;) = dt and dt > 0 is the tth diagonal element of D. 
Now consider the Maximum Likelihood estimator of the full set of parameters when the 
disturbances c are normally distributed. Since in equation ( 3.2) y has a multivariate 
normal distribution with mean X/3 and covariance matrix 8 , the log-likelihood function 
lS 
n 1 1 
l = --ln(21r) - -ln /8 1 - - (y - X {3 f e-1 (y - X /3) . 2 2 2 (3.6) 
However, substituting 8 from equation ( 3.3) and noting that 
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Znl81 = -zn10-11 (3.7) 
-Z.nlLD-1 LTI (3.8) 
ZnlLIIDIILTI (3.9) 
ZnlDI (3.10) 
n L ln(dt), (3.11) 
t=l 
enables the log-likelihood function to be written as 
n l n l n ( l = 2ln(21r) - 2 Lln(dt) - - L y; - x;T13)2 
t=l 2 t=l dt 
(3.12) 
Maximizing the likelihood function ( 3.12) with respect to /3 gives the Generalized 
Least Squares estimator 
_ ( n. :x;:x;T )-1 n x*y; /3= L- L-
t=l dt t=l dt 
(3.13) 
and the residual 
* *T/3-
€t = Yt - xt · (3.14) 
3.2 Calculating the likelihood using the Kalman 
Filter 
Harvey (1989) and Jones (1993) showed that the Kalman Filter effectively performs 
the Cholesky decomposition ( 3.3). Suppose for a moment, that /3 is known. In this 
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case, the "observations" Yt - x[ /3 can be regarded as being generated by a state-space 
model in which the measurement equation 
Yt - xf /3 = St , t = 1, ... , n , (3.15) 
is coupled with the transition equation 
ct = c/>ct-1 + 'YtUt. (3 .16) 
Applying the Kalman Filter to these "observations" gives a set of innovations et. We 
show that et = y; - x;T /3 . The Kalman filter is a linear operation, so the effect of 
applying it to y- X/3 is to obtain A(y- X /3) = e. Also, the Cholesky decomposition is 
unique , so there is only one L such that L(y- X/3) = y* - X* /3 . The innovations et are 
uncorrelated with mean zero and variance dt. This is exactly the property possessed 
by the disturbances s; = y; - x;T /3 in the transformed equation ( 3.5). We know that 
y; - x;T /3 satisfies E(y; - x;T /3 ) = 0, cov(y; - x;T /3; y; - x;T /3 ) = 0 when t #rand 
var(y; - x;T /3 ) = dt. Therefore , it follows that , A= L and hence 
et= y; - x;T /3, t = 1, ... , n. (3.17) 
Therefore, in matrix terms , the effect of the Kalman Filter is to produce the innovation 
vector e = ( e1, ... , enf by pre-multiplying the vector y - X/3 by the n x n matrix L 
defined in equation ( 3.3) . However, since 
L(y - X/3) 
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Ly-LX/3 
y* -X*/3, 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
the same Kalman Filter can be applied separately to the observations Yt and each of 
the explanatory variables in the vector Xt. The Generalized Least Squares estimator 
~ is then computed by regressing y; ( which are the " innovations" from applying the 
Kalman Filter to Yt) on the x; (which are the "innovations" from applying the Kalman 
Filter to Xt. 
To better illustrate how the Kalman Filter works for a regression model a simple 
example is presented. Consider the model 
Y = X/3 + c (3.20) 
with 
Et = </JEt-l + '¥tUt, (3.21) 
where, if n is the number of observations, y is an n-vector of observed responses, x 
is an n-vector of observed explanatory variables, c is an n-vector of disturbances with 
mean zero and variance one, and Ut is the random input to the state at time t with 
mean zero and covariance '11 2 cr2 . 
As it was mentioned earlier in this section, it is necessary to apply the Kalman filter to 
both, the responses y and to the explanatory variables x. Jones (1993) and Durbin and 
Koopman (2001) showed that the state vector can be augmented and the measurement 
equation can be written as 
(x, y) = (sx, Sy) (3.22) 
where (x, y) is an n x 2 matrix of observations, Sx is the unobserved state vector for x 
and Sy is the unobserved state vector for y. The rows of [x, y] are [xt, Yt] and the rows 
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of (sx, sy) are (sx(t), sy(t)). The transition equation is 
ct = <pct-1 + 'YtUt , (3.23) 
where ct= sx(t) = sy(t). 
It is also needed to set the initial state vectors and their variances. In this case, 
sx(0I0) = sy(0I0) = 0 and P x(0I0) = P y(0I0) = 1. Note that from section ( 2.3), the 
variance of an AR(l) process is 1~:2 and since this variance was set to one, '11
2 
= 1-¢2 . 
In step 4 of the Kalman filter , it is necessary a 2 x 2 matrix to accumulate the quantities 
needed to calculate the log-likelihood at the end of the recursion. This matrix is called 
M and initially it is set to zero. 
Thus, the Kalman filter can be run starting with 
and 
sx(0I0) = sy(0I0) = 0, 
Px(0j0) = Py(0j0) = 1, 
w2 = 1- ¢2, 
M=(~ ~), 
~=0. 
Now the first iteration is started and a one step prediction of the state and its variance 
at time 1 is calculated. Letting s represent either sx or Sy and P represent either P x 
or Py , we obtain 
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s(l IO) = ¢s(OIO) 
P(llO) ¢2P(OIO) + '112 
¢2 + (1 - ¢2) 
1. 
Calculate the prediction of the next observation vector and calculate the innovation 
vector 
( :i1 111 ) = ( sx(llO) Sy(llO) ) = ( 0 0 ) 
e1 = ( X1 Y1 ) - ( :i1 111 ) = ( X1 Y1 ) · 
Calculate the variance of the innovation vector e1 as · 
V1 = P(llO) = 1, 
for both x and y. 
Accumulate the quantities needed to calculate the log-likelihood at the end of the 
recursion 
M +- M + efv1-1e1 
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M - ( ~ ~ ) + ( :: ) ( Xi Yi ) 
M ~ ( xI xi~i ) 
X1Y1 Y1 
~ ~ ~ + log IV 1 I 
~ ~ ~+log Ill= 0. 
Update the estimate of the state and its covariance by 
( sx(lll) sy(lll) ) = ( sx(llO) sy(llO) ) + ( P~!0lxi P~)0lyl ) 
( Xi Yi ) 
and, for either x or y, 
P(lll) = P(ll0) - P(ll0)
2 
-
-~ - 0. 
After two iterations we obtain 
( sx(2ll) sy(2ll) ) = ( ¢xi ¢Yi ) , 
P(2ll) = '11 2 = 1- q}, 
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e2 = ( (x2 - cf>x1) (Y2 - cf>y1) ) 
( 
xr + (x2 - ¢xi) X1Y1 + (x2 - ¢xi) (Y2 - ¢Yi) ) 
M~ . 
X1Y1 + (x2 - ¢xi) (Y2 - ¢Yi) Yi+ (Y2 - ¢Yi) 
and 
~ ~ log(l - ¢2 ). 
After n iterations, where n is the number of observations we obtain 
M = 1 ut=2 1-¢2 1 1 ut=2 l-¢2 
( 
X2 + "'n (xt-</JXt-1) 2 X Y + "'n (xt-</JXt-1)(Yt-<l>Yt-1) ) 
and 
Note that 
where 
X y + "'n (xt-</JXt-1)(yt-</JYt-1) y2 + "'n (yt-</JYt-1) 2 1 1 ut=2 l-¢2 1 ut=2 l-¢2 
~ = (n - 1) log(l - ¢2). 
M = ( x*Tx* x*Ty* ) 
y*Tx* y*Ty* 
x* = Lx = 
X1 
(x2 - ¢xi)/ ✓1 - ¢2 
(xn - c/>Xn-1) / ✓l - ¢2 
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and 
Y1 
y* =Ly= 
(Y2 - cf>Y1) / ✓1 - c/>2 
(Yn - cf>Yn-1) / ✓1 ~ ¢2 
The solution for {3 of the transformed equation ( 3.19) is the usual least squares solution 
S = (x*T x*)-lx*T y*. 
The total sum of squares is y*y*T and the residual sum of squares is 
RSS (y* - X*Sf (y* - X*S) 
y*T y* - y*x*T s 
y*T y* - y*T x*(x*T x*)-lx*T y* 
so the estimate of '112 is 
\J! 2 = ~RSS. 
n 
Therefore the -2log-likelihood with '112 concentrated out of it, can be written as 
nln(21r\JJ2 ) + Zn IV I + n 
nln(21r) + nln(\JJ2 ) + ~ + n 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
(3.26) 
1 
n + nlog(21r) + (n - 1) log(l - ¢2 ) + nln[-(y*T y* - y*T x*(x*T x*)-1x*T y*] 
n 
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n + n log(21r) + (n - 1) log(l - ¢2) - n log(n) + n log (y*T y* - y*T x *(x*T x*)-1x*T y *) 
n + nlog(21r) + (n - 1) log(l - ¢2) - nlog(n) + 
( 
n ( ,,1... )2 (x y + "'n (xt-cf>Xt-1 )(Yt-cf>Yt-1)) 2) 
1 2 L Yt - lf'Yt-1 1 1 ut=2 l-c/>2 +n o + - - - _..;__ _____ ____;__------,-------'-- . g Y1 1 _ /42 2 "'n (xt-cf>Xt-1) 2 
t=2 If' X1 + ut=2 1-¢2 
Now the -2 log-likelihood is a function of</> only and by minimizing it with respect of 
¢ it is possible to obtain the maximum likelihood estimator of ¢. 
It is also possible to use the substitution '112 = 1 in the Kalman filter. In this case the 
initial values will be, 
and 
sx(0I0) = sy(0I0) = 0, 
1 
Px(0j0) = Py(0j0) = T=- 1 0 , 
'112 = 1 
' 
M=(O 0) 
0 O ' 
~=0. 
After the first iteration we obtain, 
sx(ll0) = sy(ll0) = 0, 
1 
P x ( 1 IO) = Py ( 1 IO) = l _ ¢2 , 
( 
2 ) 2 X
1 X1Y1 
M f-- (1 - </> ) 
2 
, 
X1Y1 Y1 
~ f-- - log(l - </>2), 
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( sx(lll) sy(l[l)) = ( Xi Yi) 
and 
P(lll) = 0. 
If another iteration is run, it shows that, 
( sx(211) sy(2[1) ) = ( ¢xi ¢Yi ) , 
P x(2ll) = P y(2ll) = 1, 
( 
xr(l - q}) + (x2 - ¢xi) Xi Yi (1 - ¢2) + (x2 - ¢xi) (Y2 - ¢Yi) ) 
M~ ' 
XiYi(l - ¢2) + (x2 - ¢xi)(Y2 - ¢Yi) YI(l - ¢2) + (Y2 - ¢Yi) 
~ ~ - log(l - ¢2), 
( Sx(2[2) Sy(2[2) ) = ( X2 Y2 ) 
and 
P(212) = 0. 
After iterating through all the observations we obtain 
M ~ ( xr(l - ¢2) + I:~2(Xt - ¢xt-i)2 
XiYi (1 - ¢2) + I:f=2(Xt - <pXt-i)(Yt - ¢Yt-i) 
XiYi (1 - ¢2) + I:~2(Xt - <pXt-i)(Yt - c/JYt-i) ~ 
yi(l - ¢2) + I:f=2 (Yt - ¢Yt-i)2 ) 
and 
~ ~ - log(l - ¢2), 
It is very important to notice that when this substitution is used, the matrix M does not 
contain the Cholesky decomposition, but instead contains x*x*T (1- ¢2 ), x*y*T (1- ¢2 ) 
and y*y*T (1 - ¢2). It is necessary to be very careful when using these transformation 
because although intuitively it might look like they should produce the same result in 
different models, in fact they do not. 
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3.3 The Laird - Ware model 
Based on the work of Harville (1974, 1976, 1977), Laird and Ware proposed a very 
general linear mixed model for longitudinal data, 
Yi= Xi/3 + Zni + si, (3.27) 
where Yi is an ni x 1 column vector of response variable for subject i, Xi is an ni x p 
design matrix, /3 is a p x 1 of regression coefficients assumed to be fixed, Zi is an ni x q 
design matrix for the random effects and ri, which are assumed to be normally dis-
tributed with mean zero and variance a 2B independently distributed across subjects. 
The matrix B is an arbitrary covariance matrix. The within subject errors, Si are 
assumed to be normally distributed with mean zero and variance a 2Wi, where Wi is 
a covariance matrix. The Si are also independent from subject to subject and indepen-
dent of ri· 
The Laird - Ware model is very general since different subjects can have different num-
bers of observations as well as different observation times. 
Even though the Laird - Ware model is much more general, its likelihood function is 
similar to the likelihood for a simple linear mixed model. When there are several groups 
of subjects, this is incorporated into the design matrix Xi, and then the mean vector for 
subject i is Xi/3- Since the two random components have zero means, ri is uncorrelated 
with Si and the two covariance matrices are cov(,i) = a 2B and cov(si) = a 2Wi, the 
total covariance matrix for subject i is 
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CT2 G = CT2 (ZiBZf + Wi)- (3.28) 
Assuming that there are ni observations for subject i, the -2ln likelihood is 
l = L[nilog(21r) + loglCT2Gil + (Yi - Xi/3)T(CT2 Gi)-1 (Yi - Xi/3)]. (3.29) 
Differentiating l with respect to CT2 and setting the result to zero gives 
a-2 = ~ L(Yi - Xd3f Gi(Yi - Xi/3). 
n i 
(3.30) 
Also, for given values of the B and Wi matrices, the estimate of j3 that minimizes l is 
J = (LXfG-;1xi)-1(I:xfc-;1yi), (3.31) 
the generalized least squares estimator. 
3.4 The Laird-Ware model in state-space form 
The Laird-Ware model can be put in state-space form in a similar way as a regression 
model, but it is necessary to include the random effects. Duncan and Horn (1972) 
showed that mixed models can be put in state-space form by including the random 
effects in the state vector. 
Consider the model in equation (3.27) and the within subject errors ci are assumed 
to have an AR(l) structure. It is possible to write this model in state-space form with 
the observation equation 
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( Xi ( tij?' Yi ( tij)) = hSi ( tij). (3.32) 
As in the regression case, it is necessary to apply the Kalman Filter to both the 
responses y and to the explanatory variables x, so the observation vector is the p-row 
vector xi ( tij) transposed augmented by Yi ( tij), h is a ( q + l )-row vector equal to 
h = ( 1 Zi ( t;j) ) · 
The state Si(tij) is now a (q + 1) x (p + 1) matrix, 
) ( 
Si (tij) 
Si ( f;j) = ( Bx, ( tij) . . . sx/ f;j) Sy ( f;j) = Ii ( tij) 
The transition equation can be written as 
Si ( tij) ) . 
ri(tij) 
( 
si(tij) ) = ( ¢ 0 ) ( si(ti,j-1) ) + ( wi(tij)u(tij) ) , 
ri(tij) o I ri(ti,j-1) o 
where 
( si(tij) ) (t· ·) _ = 8 (tiJ·) = sy(tij), = Sx1 iJ - . . . Xp 
ri ( tij) 
Now it is necessary to set the initial state vectors and their variances and initialize the 
matrix M and the scalar L'.}._ The initial values of the Kalman Filter in this case are 
Sx1 (OIO) = ... = Sxp (OIO) = Sy(OIO) = 0, 
Px,(OjO) =,,, = Pxp(OjO) = Py(OjO) = ( ~ : ) , 
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w2 = 1- ¢>2 , 
M=(~ ~) 
and 
~=0. 
Now the Kalman filter can be run as in Section 3.2 and at the end the -2log-likelihood 
of the Laird-Ware model as a function of cf> and the parameters in the matrix B is 
obtained. 
It is very important to note that in the Laird-Ware model it is necessary to re-initialize 
the state and its variance after finishing with each subject i , while M and ~ keep 
accumulating throughout all the subjects. 
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Chapter 4 
Using the Kalman filter to · obtain 
the maximum likelihood estimators 
of the parameters 
4.1 The likelihood function 
Suppose there are T sets of observations y1 , ... , YT which are independent and identi-
cally distributed. Their joint density function is therefore given by 
L(y; n) = rrf=1P(Yt) (4.1) 
where p(yt) is the joint probability density function of the tth set of observations. 
When the observations are not independent, the joint density function can be written 
as 
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L(y; n) = rrf=1P(YtlYt-i) (4.2) 
where P(YtlYt-1) denotes the distribution of Yt conditional on the information set at 
time t-1 , that is Yt-1 = {yt-1 , Yt-2, ... , Y1}. 
If the disturbances and initial state vector in the measurement equation have proper 
multivariate normal distributions, the distribution of Yt , conditional on Yt-1 , is itself 
normal. The mean and covariance matrix of this conditional distribution are given 
directly by the Kalman filter. 
Harvey (1989) showed that from the derivation of the Kalman filter it is possible to 
see that , conditional on Yt-i, s(t) is normally distributed with mean s(tlt - 1) and 
covariance matrix P(tlt - 1). If the measurement equation is written as 
Yt = Hts(tlt - 1) + Ht(s(t) - s(tlt - 1)) + Et 
it can be seen that the conditional distribution of Yt is normal with mean 
Et-1 (Yt) = y(tlt - 1) = Hts(tlt - 1) 
and a covariance matrix½. Therefore, for a Gaussian model, the log-likelihood function 
of ( 4.2) can be written as 
NT l t 1 t 
logL = --log21r - - L logl½ I - - L ef½-1et 
2 2 t=l 2 t=l 
(4.3) 
were et is the vector of innovations. 
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Since the conditional mean y(tlt - 1) is also the minimum mean square estimate of 
Yt , the innovations vector et can be interpreted as a vector of prediction errors. Hence 
( 4.3) is sometimes known as the prediction error decomposition form of the likelihood. 
To find the maximum likelihood estimators of the unknown parameters D it is necessary 
to maximize the likelihood function with respect to them. This is usually carried out 
by some kind of numerical optimization procedure like the Newton-Raphson method 
or Fisher's method of scoring. 
4.2 Newton-Raphson method 
Approximating a function by a quadratic forms the basis of relatively efficient com-
putational schemes. A Taylor series expansion of the -2log-likelihood function l(D) 
around the minimum D gives 
l(O) ::::o l(O) + (n - O)l'(O) + ~(n - 0)21''(0). 
Differentiating ( 4.4) with respect D gives 
l'(D) ~ l'(D) + (D - D)l"(D) 
but , since l'(D) = 0, (4.6) can be rearrange as 
This suggests the iterative scheme 
D ~ n _ l'(D) 
l" (D) 
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(4.4) 
(4.5) 
[2** = [2* - [Z"(n)r1z'(D*) 
where the revised estimate [2**, is expected to be closer to the minimum than the initial 
estimate D*. 
The hessian needs to be evaluated at 0, which is unknown. Newton-Raphson solved 
this by evaluating the Hessian at the current estimate D*, on the grounds that this will 
give an acceptable approximation to l" (0) if D* is reasonable close to 0. Therefore the 
iterative scheme becomes 
n(m) = n(m-1) _ [Z"(n(m-l))rll' (n(m-1)). 
The N ewton-Raphson method converges to the minimum only if Z" ( n) is positive defi-
nite. 
4.3 Fisher's method of scoring 
Sometimes, when maximizing the log-likelihood function 1, it is easier to work with the 
expectation of the matrix of second derivatives rather than with the second derivatives 
themselves. This expectation, multiplied by minus one, gives the information matrix 
I(D) = - ·E[l''(D)] 
The Fisher's method of scoring uses the information matrix instead of the second 
derivatives matrix. Therefore, the recursive procedure becomes 
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n(m) = n(m-1) _ [J(n(m-l))J-ll'(n(m-1)). 
This method is likely to have slower rate of convergence than the N ewton-Raphson 
method because the information matrix is an approximation of the Hessian. However, 
in many cases, the information matrix has a simple form and is easier to compute. 
Also , if the model is identifiable, the information matrix is always positive definite. 
4.4 Using the Kalman filter to obtain the deriva-
tives and information matrix of the log-likelihood 
function 
Chapters 2 and 3 showed how to use the Kalman filter to calculate the log-likelihood 
function of models that can be put in state-space form. However, usually the aim of 
obtaining the log-likelihood function of a model is to estimate the unknown parameters 
by using Maximum Likelihood estimation. To do this it is necessary to calculate the 
first and second derivatives of the log-likelihood function. Harvey (1989) showed that 
it is possible to calculate these derivatives using the Kalman filter. 
The prediction error decomposition likelihood function ( 4.3) has the property that it 
gives an information matrix which depends on first derivatives only. These derivatives 
can be obtained either numerically or analytically when the model is in state-space 
form. 
The score vector and information matrix for ( 4.3) can be obtained as follows. Write 
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the log-likelihood function in the form 
T 
logL = LZt 
t=l 
where lt is the logarithm of P(Yt!Yt-1) , ie. 
1 1 1 T -1 lt = - 2log(21r) - 2Zogl½I - 2et ½ et. 
Now, for any symmetric matrix A, the derivatives of its determinant and the inverse 
with respect to a variable, z, are 
a1AI = IA!tr (A -1 aA) 
az az 
and 
aA-1 = -A-1aA A-1_ 
az az 
Differentiating lt with respect to the ith element of n, gives 
1 ( _ 1 av t) 1 ( aef _ 1 T _ 1 av t _ 1 T -1 aet ) 
-2tr Vt ani - 2 ani Vt et - et Vt ani Vt et+ et Vt ani . 
Taking the trace of the last term allows this expression to be rewritten as 
alt 1 _1 aVt -l T aet -1 
(( ) ) ( )
T 
&O.i = -2,tr Vt &O.i (I - Vt etet) - &O.i Vt et (4.6) 
Differentiating ( 4.6) with respect to the jlh element of n gives 
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a2 zt 
anianJ 
1 t ani -1 T (av-1~) 
- 2tr f)O,J (I - V1 e1e1 ) 
1 ( _ 1 av t _ 1 av t -1 T) 
- 2tr Vt ani Vt 8DJ Vt etet 
1 ( avt _1 ( aet r aef )) 
+ 2tr Vt ani Vt ani et + et 8DJ 
82 r a r av-1 a r a r et v-1 et t et v-1 et 
t et - ani anj et - ani t anj . 
The i/h element of the information matrix is by definition 
-E ( 8
2
logL) = -E (t {)2lt ) ' 
anianJ t=l anianJ 
but its evaluation in the present context is simplified by noticing that 
E(lt) = E (Et-l (lt)). 
(4.7) 
Taking the expectation of the terms in ( 4. 7) conditional on the information at time 
t - 1, the only random variables are the elements of the innovation vector et , and 
their first and second derivatives. But the derivatives are fixed with respect to the 
expectation operator at time t - 1. This is because 
et = Yt - Et-1 (Yt) 
and so, 
Bet a 
ani = - an . Et-1(Yt)-
1, 
The conditional expectation of et is zero and therefore, 
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(
aer ) aer 
Et-1 0~i et = 0~i Et-1 ( et) = 0. 
A similar result holds for terms involving et and its second derivatives. Therefore , 
the third, fourth and fifth terms of ( 4. 7) disappear. Also, the first term disappears 
because the conditional expectation of ete[ is ½, and for the same reason the second 
term simplifies. Therefore, the expression for the ilh element of the information matrix 
lS 
( ( )) ( ( )
T ) 1 _1 8Vt _1 8Vt 8et _1 8et 
I;i(O) = 2 ~ tr Vt 80; Vt 80i +E ~ 80; Vt 801 i,j=l , ... , n. 
(4.8) 
Dropping the expectation operator from the second term gives an expression which is 
asymptotically equivalent to ( 4.8) and which may be easier to evaluate. 
Since the ith element in the score vector for ( 4.3) is ( 4.6) , evaluating the score vector 
requires the evaluation of the N x N matrices of derivatives 8½/ 8Di and the N x 1 vec-
tors of derivatives oetf oDi for t = 1, ... , T and i = 1, ... , n. These same derivatives 
may be used to compute the information matrix using ( 4.8). 
The derivatives of ½ and et for the state-space form , may be evaluated numerically or 
analytically. Computing them numerically requires n additional passes of the Kalman 
filter. Let bi for i = 1, ... , n , be a small amount added to Di, the Kalman filter is run 
with this new value but with all the other elements in D remaining at their original 
values. This gives a new set of informations and their covariance matrices , eii) and ½ (i) . 
The expressions 8;1 ( eii) - et) and 8;1 ( ½ (i ) - ½) are then numerical approximations 
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to the required derivatives. 
The derivatives of ½ and et can be evaluated analytically by programming n sets of 
recursions to run in parallel with the Kalman filter. The ith set of recursions gives 
the quantities needed to calculate the derivatives of ½ and et with respect of the ith 
element of 0. 
Since 
et = Yt - Hts(tlt ~ 1) t = 1, ... ,T, 
the vector of derivatives with respect to Di is 
Bet = -H 8s(tlt - 1) _ 8Ht ( I _ l) 
ani t ani ani s t t 
and so a recursion is needed to provide 8s(tlt - 1)/80i. Similarly, 
8½ = 8Ht P( I _ l)HT H 8P(t1t - 1) HT HT P( I _ 1) 8H[ 8~/f~f 
ani ani t t t + t ani t + t t t ani + ani 
and so a recursion is also needed for the derivatives of P(tlt - 1). 
The recursion for the derivatives of s(tlt - 1) and P(tlt - 1) are obtained by differen-
tiating the Kalman filter prediction and updating the state and its covariance matrix. 
Differentiating the prediction equations, gives 
8s(tlt - 1) _ 8<I>t ( _ ). n=- 8s(t - 1) 
ani - ani s t 1 + ':!!t ani (4.9) 
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and 
( ) a~T aP(tlt -1) = a~t P(t - l)~T + ~ aP t -1 ~T + ~tP(t -1)-t (4.10) 
ani ani t t ani t ani 
While for the updating equations 
and 
8P(tlt) 
ani 
as(tlt) 
--
ani 
_ 8s(tlt - 1) 8P(tlt - 1) H Tr -l 
- ani + ani tVt et 
8Ht -1 T -1 8½ -1 + P(tlt - 1) ani ½ et - P(tlt - l)Ht ½ ani ½ et 
Bet +P(tlt - l)HT~-1 -t t ani (4.11) 
= 8P(tlt - 1) _ 8P(tlt - 1) HTTr-lH P( I _ l) 
ani ani t v t t - t t 
8Ht 1 T 8½-l ) 
- P(tlt - 1) ani ½- HtP(tlt - 1) + P(tlt - l)Ht ani HtP(tlt - 1 
- P(tlt - l)H'f½-l ~~: P(tlt - 1) 
- P(tlt - l)Hf½-1 Ht BP(:I~- l) (4.12) 
for t = l , . . . , T. Equations (4.9) , (4.10) , (4.11) and (4.12) give the required 
derivatives. The initial values of the derivatives depend on the initial values of the 
proper Kalman filter. 
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Chapter 5 
Applications 
5.1 Growth of Sitka spruce data 
Dr Peter Lucas of the Biological Sciences Division at Lancaster University provided 
Diggle et al (1994) this data on the growth of Sitka spruce trees. Since ozone pollu-
tion is common in urban areas, the impact of increased ozone concentrations on tree 
growth is of considerable interest. Dr Lucas study aim was to evaluate the effect of 
ozone pollution on the tree growth. 
The response variable is log tree size, where size is conventionally measured by the 
product of the tree height and diameter squared. The original data comprised 79 trees 
over two growing seasons, however in this example, only the data on the first growing 
season was used. A total of 54 trees were grown with ozone exposure at 70 ppb in two 
chambers containing 27 trees each. The remaining trees were grown under controlled 
conditions in two other chambers containing 12 and 13 trees each. 
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For the purpose of simplifying the example, only the first growing season was consid-
ered. Also, the observations were considered to be equally spaced in time, even though 
the time intervals between observations were slightly_ different. 
An appropriate model for this data is: 
Yijt = E(yijt) + Eijt , (5.1) 
where Yij t is the response of tree i receiving treatment j at time t. The expected value 
of Yij t can be written as: 
E(yij t ) = f31I(t = 1) + f32I(t = 2) + {33J(t = 3) + /34J(t = 4) + {35 I(t = 5) + {36 I(j = 1) 
(5.2) 
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and the errors Eijt are autocorrelated in the following form: 
Eijt = q>Eijt-l + 1ftUt, (5.3) 
As was shown in chapter 3, this model can be written in state - space form with a state 
matrix 
s (sx1,Sx2,Sx3,Sx4,Sx5,Sx6,SY) 
(x1,X2,X3,X4,X5,X5,y) 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
where (x1,x2,x3,X4,X5,X5,y) is a 375 x 7 matrix of observations, Sx 1 , ... ,sx6 are the 
unobserved state vectors for x1 , ... , x 6 respectively and Sy is the unobserved vector for 
y. The rows of (xi, x2, x3, X4, x5, x6, y) are (x1t, ... , x6t, Yt) and the rows of the state 
matrix S are St = ( sx1t, ... , Sx6t, sYt). The transition equation is 
St = q>St-l + 1ftUt, 
The Kalman filter can be initialized with: 
s(0I0) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), 
P(0I0) = 1, 
w2 = 1- ¢2, 
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(5.6) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
M=looooooo
1
, 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
\ 
and 
~=0. 
After running the Kalman filter as in section (3.2) and optimizing the likelihood func-
tion with respect to¢ we found that ¢ = 0.9719, ~ = -914.1843, d2 = 0.4104 and 
1425.72 
-1385.66 
-1385.66 -1.54E - 13 -1.71E - 29 -l.9E - 45 27.38 -425.18 
2772.45 
-l.54E - 13 -1385.66 
-1385.66 -1.54E - 13 -1.71E - 29 0.77 
2772.45 -1385.66 -1.54E - 13 0.77 
53.67 
55.87 
M= I -1.71E-29 -1.54E-13 -1385.66 2772.45 -1385.66 
1425. 73 
27.38 
437.14 
0.77 276.22 
-l.9E - 45 -1.71E - 29 -1.54E - 13 -1385.66 27.38 437.14 
57.08 267.83 
267.83 2762. 71 
27.39 0.77 0.77 0.77 
-425.18 53.67 55.87 276.22 \ 
so 
I 
1425.72 -1385.66 -l.54E - 13 -1.71E - 29 -l.9E - 45 27.38 
-1385.66 2772.45 -1385.66 -1.54E - 13 -1.71E - 29 0.77 
(x*T x*) = . -l.54E - 13 -1385.66 2772.45 -1385.66 -1.54E - 13 0.77 
-l.71E - 29 -1.54E - 13 
-1385.66 2772.45 -1385.66 0. 77 
-l.9E - 45 -1.71E - 29 -1.54E - 13 -1385.66 1425. 73 27.38 
27.39 0.77 0.77 0.77 27.38 57.08 
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and 
(x*T y*) = 
-425.18 
53.67 
55.87 
276.22 
437.14 
267.83 
(y*T y*) = ( 2762. 71 ) · 
The vector of estimated parameters can be calculated as ~ = ( x*T x* )-1 x*T y*, to yield 
4.2457 
4.6709 
~= 
I 5.0610 
5.4148 
5.5735 
-0.2230 
The estimated standard errors, s for the parameters estimates ~ can be calculated as 
the squared root of the diagonal of &2 ( x*T x* )-1 so 
0.0158 
0.0158 
0.0158 
s=I 
0.0158 
0.0158 
0.0227 
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and the t-statistics for the parameters estimates# as #d Sk for k = 1, ... , 6. It is 
possible to construct the table of the estimated parameters and their significance. 
Parameter Estimate StdError t - Stat 
/31 4.2457 0.0158 33.77 
/32 4.6709 0.0158 37.15 
/33 5.0610 0.0158 40.25 
/34 5.4148 0.0158 43.06 
/35 5.5735 0.0158 44.33 
/35 -0.2230 0.0227 1.48 
This shows that the ozone treatment is not statistically significant in affecting the tree 
growth but time is. 
If the same model is fitted ignoring the temporal correlation of the errors, the table of 
the estimated parameters and their significance levels is 
Parameter Estimate StdError t - Stat 
/31 4.2376 0.0071 50.43 
/32 4.6628 0.0071 55.49 
/33 5.0529 0.0071 60.13 
/34 5.4067 0.0071 64.34 
/35 5.5655 0.0071 66.23 
/35 -0.2112 0.0046 3.13 
The mean parameters in this model are not very different to the mean parameters in 
the model that takes into account the error correlations. However, the variance is much 
smaller, making the treatment effect significant. 
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5.2 Diabetes data 
This data contains clinical information about 73 children that developed diabetes at 
some stage of their lives. It is of interest to see if growth is different for boys and girls , 
if the diabetes status of their mother affects growth and if the way in which they were 
diagnosed with diabetes affected their growth. 
The children's weights were measured at birth, and then at different time intervals 
during their childhood. These intervals range from one day when they were young 
babies to about one year and nine months when they were older. These intervals vary 
from patient to patient. The number of observations per child range from 12 to 285. 
The total number of observations was 8646. 
The diabetes status of their mother has three values, diabetic, not diabetic and un-
known. The way in which they were diagnosed with diabetes also has three values, 
random, gestational and diagnosed. There were only three children with gestational 
diabetes and they were all girls, so for the purpose of this analysis only children with di-
agnosed or random diabetes were considered. Also there were no children with unknown 
mothers 's diabetic status and their own diabetic status diagnosed, so this interaction 
was not included in this analysis. 
Figure (5 .2) shows the children weight against their age in months. This graph shows 
pronounced curvature as is expected in a growth curve, so a log transformation was 
used . The transformed data is shown in Figure (5.3) , the curvature has disappeared 
and the variation looks fairly constant. 
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An appropriate model for these data is: 
Yijkmt = E(yijkmt) + Eijkmt, (5.7) 
where Yijkmt is the log( weight) at time t of child i, with gender j, mother's diabetes 
status k and diabetes status m and 
E(yijkmt) µ + /31Xijkmt + /32f(j = 1) + /33J(k = 1) + /34 J(k = 2) 
+ /3sf(m = 1) + /36Xijkmt * I(j = 1) + /31Xijkmt * I(k = 1) 
+ /3sXijkmt * I(k = 2) + /39Xijkmt * I(m = 1) 
+ /310I(j = 1) * I(k = 1) + /311I(j = 1) * I(k = 2) + /312J(j = 1) * J(m = 1) 
+ f313l(k = 2) * J(m = 1), (5.8) 
where µijkmt is the mean weight at birth of a girl with mother diabetic and diabetes 
status random, and Xijkmt is the log(zit + 1) , where Zit is the age in months of child i, 
with gender j , mother's diabetes status k and diabetes status m, at time t. The errors 
Eijkmt are correlated in the following form: 
_ -a(zit-Zit-1) + /)/, Eijkmt - e Eijkmt-1 nUt, (5.9) 
This model can be written in state-space form with a state matrix 
S (sx1, Sx2, Sx3, Sx4, Sx5, Sx5, Sx7 , Sxs, Sxg, Sx10, Sxu, Sx12, Sx13, Sx14, Sy) (5.10) 
(xi, X2, X3, X4, X5, X6, X7, Xs, Xg, X10, X11, X12, X13, X14, y) (5.11) 
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where ( x1 , ... , x14, y) is an 8646 x 15 matrix of observations, Sx 1 , ••• , Sx14 are the un-
observed state vectors for x1 , ... , x14 respectively and Sy is the unobserved vector for 
y. The rows of (x1, ... , x14, y) are (x1t, ... , x14t, Yt) and the rows of the state matrix S 
are St = ( Sx1t, ... , Sx14t, Syt). The transition equation is 
St = e-a(zt-Zt-1) St-l + 1/JtUt, (5.12) 
To concentrate a 2 out of the likelihood, the Kalman filter can be initialized with: 
s(t1 j0) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), 
1 
P(t1I0) = 2a, 
1 
w2(Zt - Zt-1) = -(1 - e-2a(zt-Zt-l)), 
2a 
M is a 15 x 15 zero matrix and ~ = 0. 
After running the Kalman filter as described in Section (3.2) and optimizing the likeli-
hood function with respect to a it is found that & = 0.0937, ~ = -9153.6, 8-2 = 0.0035 
and 
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53 155 25 26 18 10 73 77 51 30 13 10 7 2 126 
155 624 73 77 51 30 296 312 205 122 38 30 21 7 435 
25 73 25 13 10 7 73 38 30 21 13 10 7 1 60 
26 77 13 26 0 8 38 77 0 23 13 0 6 0 63 
18 51 10 0 18 2 30 0 51 7 0 10 1 2 41 
10 30 7 8 2 10 21 23 7 30 6 1 7 2 24 
73 296 73 38 30 21 296 155 121 85 38 30 21 2 209 
M= I 77 312 38 77 0 23 155 312 0 94 38 0 19 0 219 I , 
51 205 30 0 51 7 121 0 205 28 0 30 2 7 142 
30 122 21 23 7 30 85 94 28 122 19 2 21 7 85 
13 38 13 13 0 6 38 38 0 19 13 0 6 0 32 
10 30 10 0 10 1 30 0 30 2 0 10 1 1 24 
7 21 7 6 1 7 21 19 2 21 6 1 7 1 17 
2 7 1 0 2 2 2 0 7 7 0 1 1 2 5 
126 435 60 63 41 24 209 219 142 · 85 32 24 17 5 355 
\ 
so 
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53 155 25 26 18 10 73 77 51 30 13 10 7 2 
155 624 73 77 51 30 296 312 205 122 38 30 21 7 
25 73 25 13 10 7 73 38 30 21 13 10 7 1 
26 77 13 26 0 8 38 77 0 23 13 0 6 0 
18 51 10 0 18 2 30 0 51 7 0 10 1 2 
10 30 7 8 2 10 21 23 7 30 6 1 7 2 
(x*T x* ) = 
73 296 73 38 30 21 296 155 121 85 38 30 21 2 
77 312 38 77 0 23 155 312 0 94 38 0 19 0 
51 205 30 0 51 7 121 0 205 28 0 30 2 7 
30 122 21 23 7 30 85 94 28 122 19 2 21 7 
13 38 13 13 0 6 38 38 0 19 13 0 6 0 
10 30 . 10 0 10 1 30 0 30 2 0 10 1 1 
7 21 7 6 1 7 21 19 2 21 6 1 7 1 
2 7 1 0 2 2 2 0 7 7 0 1 1 2 
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126 
435 
60 
63 
41 
24 
(x*T y*) = 
I 209 
219 
142 
85 
32 
24 
17 
5 
\ 
and 
(y*T y*) = ( 355 ) · 
So the parameters vector can be calculated as J = ( x*T x* )-1 x*T y*, then 
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1.2002 
0.3963 
0.0190 
-0.0160 
-0.0124 
0.0227 
~= 
0.0129 
0.0002 
-0.0043 
-0.0089 
0.0051 
-0.0257 
0.0397 
-0.0262 
The estimated standard errors, .§ for the parameters estimates ~ can be calculated as 
the squared root of the diagonal of a2(x*T x*)-1 so 
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0.0158 
0.0014 
0.0001 
0.0035 
0.0022 
0.0027 
0.0033 
s = I 0.0001 
0.0002 
0.0002 
0.0002 
0.0035 
0.0036 
0.0025 
0.0029 
and the t-statistics for the parameters estimates fi as fik/ sk for k = 1, ... , 14. So it is 
possible to construct the table of the estimated parameters and their significance. 
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Parameter Estimate StdError t - Sta
t 
µ 1.2002 0.0380 
31.62 
log(ageinmonths + 1) 0.3963 0.0109 36.34 
Gender, boy 0.0190 0.0596 0.32 
Mother, diabetic, unknown -0.0160 0.0473 0.34 
Mother, not - diabetic -0.0124 0.0516 0.24 
Diabetes - diagnosed 0.0227 0.0582 0.39 
log(ageinmonths + 1) * Gender 0.0129 0.0097 1.33 
log(ageinmonths + 1) * Mother, diabetic, unknown 0.0002 0.0133 0.01 
log(ageinmonths + 1) * Mother, not - diabetic -0.0043 0.0140 0.31 
log( ageinmonths + 1) * Diabetes - diagnosed -0.0089 0.0124 0.71 
Gender * Mother, diabetic, unknown 0.0051 0.0589 0.09 
Gender* Mother, not - diabetic -0.0257 0.0601 0.43 
Gender * Diabetes - diagnosed 0.0397 0.0502 0.79 
Mother, not - diabetic* Diabete8 - diagnosed -0.0262 0.0537 0.49 
Figure (5.4) shows the fitted values against the residuals. This graph does not seem 
to present major problems, the residuals look randomly spread and the variability is 
fairly constant along time. 
The only parameter that is significant is the one related to age. Note that if state-space 
models were not used in this example it would have been necessary to invert matrices 
of dimensions up to 285 x 285, and using the Kalman filter avoids this. 
Jones and Boadi (1991) pointed out that when continuous serial correlation is included 
in the model, it is necessary to scale the time intervals. Time could be measured in 
years , months, weeks or days, and the analysis is invariant with respect of the chosen 
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Figure 5.4: Diabetes data: fitted values against residuals 
unit of time. However, since exponential functions are involved, some combinations of 
unit of time and guesses at non linear parameters can cause overflow or underflow prob-
lems. For example, if the time unit is days, the time interval for the observations that 
were one year and nine months apart is 640 days, when considering values of a == 0.5 
or a == 1, the program calculates e-320 or e-640 respectively, which could underflow. 
Choosing the time unit in this example was particularly problematic , since the time 
intervals vary from one day to one year and nine months. Given this large variation 
the intermediate unit of months worked best. 
It is also important to notice that even though there are statistical packages that have 
functions available to fit these type of models when the observations are equally spaced 
in time, so the errors have a discrete time structure, there are none for when the errors 
are unequally spaced in time so have a continuous time structure. 
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If this same model is fitted ignoring the temporal correlation of the errors, the table of 
the estimated parameters and their significance levels is 
Parameter Estimate StdError t - Stat 
fl 1.16 0.0103 
113.51 
log(ageinmonths + 1) 0.4123 0.0003 127.86 
Gender, boy 0.0080 0.0121 . 0.66 
Mother, diabetic, unknown -0.0288 0.01267 2.26 
Mother, not - diabetic 0.0519 0.0138 3.75 
Diabetes - diagnosed -0.0248 0.0122 2.03 
log(ageinmonths + 1) * Gender 0.0052 0.0029 1.75 
log( ageinmonths + l) * Mother, diabetic, unknown 0.0058 0.0040 1.44 
log(ageinmonths + 1) * Mother, not - diabetic -0.0291 0.0043 6.78 
log(ageinmonths + 1) * Diabetes - diagnosed -0.0128 0.0034 3.80 
Gender * Mother, diabetic, unknown 0.0591 0.0098 6.03 
Gender* Mother, not - diabetic 0.0266 0.0105 2.54 
Gender* Diabetes - diagnosed 0.0473 0.0071 6.63 
Mother , not - diabetic* Diabetes - diagnosed 0.0244 0.0073 3.33 
In this model six of the interactions are significant. As in the Sitka Spruce example, 
the variance in this model is much smaller than the variance in the model that takes 
into account the error correlations making many parameters significant. 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusion 
Many statistical models for longitudinal data can be written in state-space form. Some 
simple models like the autoregressive model are almost already written in state-space 
form , others like a simple linear regression model are not so intuitive. Also some mod-
els can be written in state space form in more than one way. Through out this thesis, 
only one state-space form for each model was studied. 
Once the model is written in state-space form, the Kalman filter can be applied to it to 
obtain the likelihood function. A key issue in applying the Kalman filter is setting the 
initial values of the state vector s(OIO) and its covariance matrix P(OIO). These initial 
values are given by the mean and covariance matrix of the unconditional distribution 
of the state vector. 
Section (2.3) showed how an autoregressive model can be written in state-space form 
and how the Kalman filter is run to obtain this model's likelihood function. It was also 
shown, that to concentrate out of the likelihood '11 2 in an AR(l) model, P(OIO) can be 
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set equal to either 1 or 1/ (1 -:- q} )2 for the purpose of running the Kalman filter. 
In section (2.4) the continuous AR(l) process , the CAR(l) process, was studied and 
in section (2.5) this model was written in state-space form and its likelihood function 
was found using the Kalman filter. 
The simple linear regression model was also studied. Specifically, how the Kalman 
filter can be used to write its likelihood function, and how the Kalman filter effectively 
performs the Cholesky decomposition. · In the case of linear regression models, it is 
necessary to run the Kalman filter for the dependent variable, as well as for each of the 
independent variables. Also, the state vector and its covariance have to be re-initialized 
for each subject. In a simple linear regression model with errors correlated with an 
AR(l) structure, the state covariance P(OIO) should be set equal to one to obtain the 
Cholesky decomposition. 
Then the Laird-Ware model was studied. This is a very general mixed model for longi-
tudinal data. This model is very flexible because different subjects can have different 
numbers of observations as well as different observation times. The Laird-Ware model 
can be put in state-space form in a similar way as a regression model but including the . 
random effects. 
Usually the aim of obtaining the likelihood function of a model is to estimate the 
unknown parameters by Maximum Likelihood estimation. To do this it is necessary 
to calculate the first and second derivatives of the likelihood function. Section ( 4.4) 
showed how this could be done using the Kalman filter. 
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The growth of Sitka spruce trees data was analyzed as a simple first example. In this 
example, each tree had the same number of observations and those observations were 
equally spaced in time. The aim of this study was to evaluate the effect of ozone pollu-
tion on the Sitka spruce trees. The original data comprised 79 trees over two growing 
seasons , but to simplify this example only the first growing season was used. A total 
of 54 trees were grown with ozone exposure at 70 ppb in two chambers containing 27 
trees each. The remaining trees were grown under controlled conditions in two cham-
bers containing 12 and 13 trees each. The tree size was measured five times roughly 
equally spaced along the growing season. 
After fitting a model with errors correlated in time with an AR(l) structure, it was 
found that this correlation was very important with a correlation coefficient¢= 0.9719 
and the ozone treatment was not statistically significant at the 5 per cent level. To see 
how the temporal correlation affected the parameters, the same model was fitted to the 
data, but treating the errors as independent. In this case, the mean parameters were 
fairly similar to the mean parameters in the model with correlated errors , however the 
variance was much smaller making the treatment effect significant. 
Another example, the diabetes data, was analyzed in section (5.2). These data contains 
clinical information about 73 children that developed diabetes at some stage of their 
lives. It was of interest to see if growth was different for boys and girls , if the diabetes 
status of their mother affected growth and if the way in which they were diagnosed 
with diabetes affected their growth. 
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The children's weights were measured at birth, and then, at different time intervals 
during their childhood. These intervals ranged from one day when they were young 
babies to about one year and nine months when they were older. These intervals and 
the number of observations varied from child to child. The number of observations per 
child ranged from 12 to 285 and the total number of observations was 8646. 
Since observations were made at different time intervals , it was appropriate to fit a 
model with a continuous time correlation, in this case a CAR( 1) model was used in the 
error structure. Since continuous serial correlation was included in the model , it was 
necessary to scale the time intervals. Time could have been measured in years, months , 
weeks or days , and the analysis would have been invariant with respect of the chosen 
unit of time. However, since exponential functions were involved, some combinations 
of unit of time and guesses at non linear parameters could cause overflow or underflow 
problems. Choosing the time unit in this example was particularly problematic, since 
the time intervals vary from one day to one year and nine months. Given this large 
variation the intermediate unit of months worked best. The correlation parameter a 
was estimated to be 0.0937. 
In model (5. 7) , only the parameter related to age was significant. However when .the 
same model but with independent errors was fitted , six of the interactions were sig-
nificant. As in the Sitka Spruce example, the variance in the model with independent 
errors was much smaller than the variance in the model that took into account the 
error correlation making many parameters significant. 
Both examples showed that error correlation structure cannot be ignored. In the Sitka 
spruce example, model (5.1) , could be fitted using weighted least squares for which 
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there are functions readily available in several statistical packages. However, that is 
not the case for the diabetes example. Even though there are statistical packages that 
have functions available to fit these type of models when the observations are equally 
spaced in time, so the errors have a discrete time structure, there are none for when 
the errors are unequally spaced in time and have a continuous time structure. State-
space models and the Kalman filter allow an easy way to fit these much more flexible 
and complicated models without requiring us to invert large matrices whenever the 
number of observations for a subject is large. For example, using the Kalman filter 
in the diabetes example avoided having to invert matrices of dimension up to 285 x 285. 
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